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CLICK HERE TO

ATTEND!

Aging is a Lie We Bought
Into!
WIN Wednesday, April 15th with
hostess Kazzy Holbrook

12:00 PM Pacific - 3:00 PM Eastern.

Listening method: Phone + Web Simulcast
Phone number: (425) 440-5100
PIN Code: 677086# 

The population in this country has been

programmed. They are living in the matrix. It’s

time to set yourself free and reprogram yourself

for your highest good. Most people have beliefs

that limit or disable them. We are creators and it

is important to understand exactly what that

means.

Do we really have to get old and die? Can

we stop the clock?

Better yet, can we turn back the clock? Can

we free ourselves of sickness?

We have the power of God, but what are we

doing with that power?

Where do we start? 

Dr. Jean will be talking about how we are being

programmed to age, who is doing this and why.

She will discuss how we can change this pattern

and will also be explaining ways we can even

regenerate ourselves.

She will also explain how we are programmed to

get sick. Sickness is not normal and certainly not

necessary. Health is normal. Find out how to free

yourself of this toxic pattern and take charge of

your own health giving up colds, the flu and other

sickness for good.

Join us on this enlightening Woman's

Intuition Network conversation. There will be

time for calling or writing in.

Don't miss it!

LISTEN TO THE

PROGRAM!

I really enjoy the words of wisdom I hear

from Jean Logan. I hope you have her on

more often.

I believe Jean is one of the brightest stars

on the planet, and I was so disappointed to

miss her talk with you... I would

appreciate hearing Jean's replay so very

much!!

Please have Jean Logan on more often. I

learn a great deal each time I listen to her.

Aging is a Lie We Bought Into
Wednesday, April 15, 12:00 PM Pacific
Time - 3:00 PM Eastern Time 

Don't miss out!

CLICK HERE TO

REGISTER!

Dr. Jean Logan

International Best-
Selling Author,
Medical Intuitive,
and Nutritionist

Jean Logan is an

ordained minister, has a

doctorate in Holistic

Nutritional Healing and

is president of Holy

Ground Farm, Inc., a

nonprofit that provides

services to indigenous

children.

ORDER

PRINTED

BOOKS!

Also available on

Amazon.com

ORDER FROM

AMAZON

Jean has an extensive

knowledge of many

types of alternative

healing. Jean is the

author of Unlocking the

Power of

Glyphs, Sacred

Symbols of Light (now

in over 70 countries)

and just

released Symbols of the

Dawn with all profits

dedicated to provide

opportunities for

homeless children.

NOW AVAILABLE!

The complete set of

Healing Cards!

Perfect for home or

practitioner use!

ORDER CARDS!

It is the goal of Holy

Ground Farm to help

children who have been

forgotten and give

them the opportunity to

reach their full

potential.  

GO TO

WEBSITE
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